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Abstract 

 

A network-based analysis of river delta surface hydrology: An example 
from Wax Lake Delta 

 

Matthew R Hiatt, M.S.E, 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Paola Passalacqua 

 

River deltas are dynamic ecosystems of environmental, ecological, and societal 

importance.  In coastal Louisiana, land loss and increased nutrient loading are altering the 

eco-geomorphic equilibrium, raising concern for the environmental concerns associated 

with climate and anthropogenic change.  Over the last 100 years, nearly 5000 km2 of 

wetlands have been submerged due to a variety of environmental and anthropogenic 

forces.  Wetland drowning and costal retreat is predicted to continue, threatening both 

human and environmental interests.  As a result, mitigation efforts in the form of planned 

river diversions designed to build new land by natural delivering sediment to the once-

leveed floodplains have been proposed.  Denitrification in coastal wetlands has the 

potential to limit the risks of hypoxia and related eco-geomorphic issues by reducing the 

nitrogen export to receiving waters.   

The goal of this research project is to understand and quantify to propagation of 

environmental fluxes through a delta distributary system.  Water fluxes in the delta 

distributary network are not solely propagated within the distributary channels and 
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interdistributary areas, taking the form of inundated island interiors surrounded by 

subaerial levees, are hydrologically important.  At Wax Lake Delta (WLD) in coastal 

Louisiana, roughly 50% of the flow is exchanged to the island swamps, suggesting that 

significant portions of nutrients are transported to the island interiors.  The hydraulic 

residence times (HRTs) of the islands are estimated to be 15 – 29 hours and 11 – 18 hours 

on Mike and Pintail Islands, respectively; both being well below HRT estimates for 

significant denitrification.  Spatial variability in network structure, specifically channel 

width and frequencies of confluences and bifurcations, influences the transport dynamics 

within the delta.  However, flow partitioning in major distributary channels at WLD is 

relatively constant with time, supporting the hypothesis that network structure controls 

flux dynamics. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Sustainable systems are those that have integrated an adaptive approach for the 

interaction between the engineered and natural environment to ensure the well being of 

present and future generations.  Understanding the processes that shape the land surface 

better equips engineers and decision-makers to develop sustainable solutions.  River delta 

depositional systems, due to their highly dynamic nature and importance to society, are 

an ideal location for sustainability research. Because deltas are a home to over 500 

million people [Syvitski and Saito, 2007], the development of delta conservation and 

restoration practices is of societal importance.  Aside from sustaining a large population, 

deltas have ecological, economical, and agricultural value [Ericson, et al., 2006], 

[Foufoula-Georgiou, 2011].  In the Anthropocene, most deltas have been affected by 

human activities [Syvitski & Saito, 2007; Syvitski et al., 2009] such as farming, leveeing, 

and channelization.  As such, understanding delta formation and evolution is paramount 

for the development of sustainably engineered wetlands, mitigation of unhealthy deltaic 

systems, and the maintenance of current systems.  

The largest river basin in the United States, the Mississippi River, empties into the 

Gulf of Mexico in coastal Louisiana forming the Mississippi River Delta.  The 

Mississippi River Delta is economically important to the United States and the delta’s 

minimum asset value is an estimated $330 billion to $1.3 trillion, with its ecosystems 

providing $12-14 billions in benefits each year [Batker, et al., 2010].  Recently, the 

Mississippi River Delta, or the Birdfoot Delta, has been the subject of much scientific 
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inquiry due to the rapid sinking of its coastal wetlands, shoreline retreat, and its role in 

protecting important coastal cities such as New Orleans from natural disasters, especially 

hurricanes (e.g., Hurricane Katrina) [Day, Jr., Boesch et al., 2007].  However, river deltas 

also show remarkable resilience to hurricanes [Geleynse et al., 2013]. Of similar 

importance to land loss in coastal Louisiana is the flushing of excess nutrients into the 

Gulf of Mexico leading to a vast hypoxic zone [Rabalais & Turner, 2001], which leads to 

a suite of ecological issues, including eutrophication and toxic algal blooms [Rablais et 

al., 2002].  The aforementioned challenges are of great importance for current and future 

engineers, scientists, and policy-makers.  

A logical step in understanding the processes that affect the evolution of deltaic 

systems is to study their channel networks.  The channel network through which water, 

sediment, and other environmental fluxes are propagated is referred to as the delta 

distributary network.  Although the statistical and topologic properties of tributary 

networks are well understood [Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo, 1997], the task of identifying 

a genetic framework describing the structure of delta distributary networks has proved 

more challenging.  Whereas tributary networks seem to follow universal scaling 

relationships (Horton – Strahler number, Hack’s law, Tokunaga self-similar tree), 

distributary networks exhibit a wide array of topologic structures that have yet to be fully 

described quantitatively [Morisawa, 1985], although progress has been made [Smart & 

Moruzzi 1972; Edmonds et al., 2011; Feola, 2006; Syvitski, 2005].  The development of 

further statistical metrics is needed to characterize the delta topology, giving insight into 
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the wide variability seen in delta geometries around the world [Galloway, 1975].  

However, metrics describing the geometry of deltaic systems are often exclusively 

derived from satellite imagery and aerial photography [Allen et al., 2011].  Thus, 

verification of delta metrics with field observations can be used to validate numerical 

simulation results and conceptual models. 

The goal of this research project is to understand and quantify to propagation of 

environmental fluxes through a delta distributary system.  There is limited knowledge of 

flux propagation in delta distributary systems at the network scale.  Flux propagation is 

important from not only a scientific perspective, but from a practical one, as well.  The 

distribution of water in a natural river delta is an essential piece of information when 

verifying the results of numerical simulations of delta hydrodynamics and evolution.  The 

channel network structure of numerical models should also be verified by analysis of 

imagery and field observations.  In delta restoration, allocation of water likely has a key 

role in the success and healthiness of the wetland created by the reverse-engineered 

diversion.  Characterizing the flow partitioning on a growing and healthy delta is 

paramount for determining the success of restoration practices.  Sustainable, natural 

processes of reducing excess nutrient export into coastal waters may be accomplished by 

nutrient cycling within deltaic wetlands.  Understanding the pathways through which 

nitrogen moves, carried by the water, is a key element in planning a successful river 

diversion designed to build, and maintain the integrity of, coastal wetlands.  In order to 

address these issues, the following questions and hypotheses were posed:  
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1.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1) What interactions exist between distributary channel network topology and 

delta dynamics?  Can delta evolution be predicted from the network topology?  

Or does the geometry of the system need to be included to describe delta 

dynamics?  What topologic aspects are important for predictive metrics of 

delta behavior? 

2) How do environmental fluxes propagate through the delta?  What are the roles 

of distributary channels versus the interdistributary areas? 

3) How do network-scale discharge characteristics affect nutrient cycling in river 

deltas?  Can the denitrification potential of a delta be estimated from network 

hydrology characteristics? 

2.  HYPOTHESES 

1) The channel network topology contains information about delta structure and 

dynamics.  Global and local behavior can be predicted from topologic 

metrics.  Network topology gives insight into the spatial differences in 

structure and dynamics of transport along the network links.  Geometric 

information provides added depth into spatial variability of the system, with 

an emphasis placed on the statistical distribution of object geometries.   

2) Environmental fluxes are not conserved through the channel network and the 

islands receive the flow lost by the channels.  The inundated delta islands play 
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a key role in the propagation of material through the system.  Flow exchange 

between the islands and the channels are a results of overbank flow, flow 

through “tie” channels, and hyporheic flow.  A significant portion of the WLD 

water flux passes through the inundated island interiors and they significantly 

increase the hydraulic residence time of the system.  Environmental flux 

dynamics are influenced by discharge, tides, wind, and vegetation. 

3) The water exchanged to delta islands enters a zone of significant 

denitrification due to increased hydraulic residence time (HRT).  Inundated 

island interiors have relatively long HRTs modulated by discharge, tides, and 

wind and are areas of active nutrient cycling.  Wetlands can be used to 

mitigate the effects of excess nutrient export into the Gulf of Mexico by 

promoting nutrient cycling processes.  Network-scale hydrodynamics 

influence the allocation of water and the nutrients the water carries.  Thus, the 

network-scale hydrodynamics directly affect the denitrification potential by 

determining the distribution of water between fast-moving channels and island 

tops with increased HRTs. 

This document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the literature pertaining 

to deltas and their classification, environmental issues in costal Louisiana, network 

analysis and delta metrics, and the ecological impacts of nitrate loading including 

denitrification in coastal wetlands, especially those in the Mississippi Delta region.  

Chapter 3 is a summary of the field site and the collection of field data. Chapter 4 
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contains information pertaining to network analysis and modeling efforts.  Results from 

field trips and modeling are presented in Chapter 5, as well as a discussion of the 

implications of these results in understanding the morphology and dynamics of river 

distributary networks.  A brief summary and conclusion are contained in Chapter 6, 

which is subsequently followed by a description of future work in Chapter 7.  Finally, 

Appendices A and B contain field data and computer scripts, respectively.  This 

contribution should be seen as a first step, as part of an ongoing effort, in understanding 

the hydrologic behavior of a river delta on a network scale with consideration paid to 

delta morphology and ecology. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

1.  DESCRIPTION & CLASSIFICATION OF RIVER DELTAS 

A river delta depositional system is a low-gradient [Syvitski and Saito, 2007] 

three-dimensional structure formed at the river mouth, where sediment-laden water 

debouches into a receiving basin.  Sediment deposition at the river mouth must outpace 

local subsidence and reworking of sediments by various erosional processes in order to 

facilitate the formation of the deltaic unit.  Both subaerial and subaqueous expressions of 

the system exist, and the geometries of such expressions depend on the local conditions.  

The interplay of fluvial, climatic, and marine or lacustrine forcings influence the 

morphology and evolution of a deltaic distributary system. Sediment, water, and other 

environmental fluxes are propagated through the delta distributary channel network and 

delivered to the deltaic floodplain (often wetlands) or receiving basin. 

Most deltas are fan-shaped with the deltaic plain, distributaries, and inter-

distributaries enveloped by the landward margin.  Originating at an apex, generally 

defined by the first bifurcation, the distributary channel network radiates basinward.  

Forks, or bifurcations, and channel confluences are common among delta distributary 

networks, but environmental conditions likely influence their frequency [Syvitski & Saito, 

2007].  Forks are always more numerous than confluences in river distributary networks 

[Smart & Moruzzi, 1972] because they have many outlets, whereas braided river systems 

have one inlet and one outlet.  A majority of the water discharge is often carried by one 
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or several major distributaries, referred to as passes, and secondary channels carry a 

relatively small portion of flow.  The distributary channels are generally lined by alluvial 

levees that may often be overtopped by floods and tidal or wind-induced waves.  

Secondary channels may connect the main passes to interdistributary bays, swamps, or 

lakes.  In this document, secondary channels connecting to the island interiors are 

referred to as tie channels.  Buttles et al. (2007) showed that discharge was not conserved 

at the major bifurcations at Wax Lake Delta in Louisiana, but there is a lack of this type 

of data at the network scale. 

Classically, deltaic morphologies have been categorized into three end-member 

types (Figure 1): (1) river-dominated deltas, (2) wave-dominated deltas, and (3) tide 

dominated [Galloway, 1975; Syvitski & Saito, 2007].  However, many environmental and 

geometric factors influence the morphology of the deltaic depositional system and 

systems are often not fully described by a single end-member type.  Ocean currents, 

meteorological currents, tidal currents, and gravity-driven density currents, as well as 

sediment loading influence the structure of the deltaic system [Galloway, 1975], thus 

rendering the end-member classification inadequate.  In order to remedy this, further 

developments in classification of river deltas have been proposed as a function of 

environmental forcings and sediment grain size [Orton & Reading, 1993].  Vegetation 

has been shown to enhance sand bar deposition in rivers [Rominger et al., 2010] and may 

play a role in delta morphologic evolution. 
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Figure 1: Ternary diagram showing the delta end-member types from Syvitski & Saito 
(2007) [their Fig. 1 after Galloway (1975)].  The Mississippi River delta is 
considered the typical river-dominated delta.  WLD is also often categorized 
as a river-dominated system. 

2.  COASTAL WETLAND LOSS & RESTORATION IN LOUISIANA 

The Mississippi delta in Louisiana is the largest delta in North America and its 

watershed collects water from about 40% of the land area of the contingent United States. 

Coastal wetland loss has along the Louisiana Gulf coast and the Mississippi delta is often 

recognized as Louisiana’s, and perhaps the United States’, most urgent environmental 

problem, as well as being a societal and economic issue [Syvitski et al., 2009]. The 

interplay of aggradation, subsidence, and sea level change, as well as human activity, 

affects the dynamics of the coastal system and thus controls wetland loss or growth. 

Initially, land loss was likely due to the reduction in sediment delivered to the coast by 
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upstream damming [Paola et al., 2011].  The isolation of the Mississippi and Atchafalaya 

Rivers from their surrounding wetlands due to leveeing has significantly limited the 

amount of overbank flow carrying valuable sediment necessary for vertical aggradation 

of floodplain.  Vertical accretion in these wetlands has not kept pace with relative sea-

level change (subsidence + eustatic sea level change) leading to a drowning of internal 

and near-shore wetlands [Day Jr. et al., 2007].  Understanding the causes of wetland loss 

is important for the effective management of proposed mitigation techniques such as river 

diversions. 

 Coastal Louisiana has experienced significant wetland loss since 1900 and a total 

area of about 4900 km2 of coastal wetlands has been lost [Day Jr. et al., 2007].  Land loss 

is predicted to continue to occur in the majority of coastal Louisiana, although some 

growth is predicted (Figure 2).  Estimates of land loss rates have been cited to be as high 

as 100 km2/yr [Gagliano et al., 1981] and, although quite variable, rate estimates remain 

high [Day Jr., et al., 2000].  Blum & Roberts (2009) project an additional 10,000 – 

13,500 km2 of wetland loss due to relative sea level rise over the next 100 years assuming 

no sediment input.  Differing opinions exits on the cause of wetland loss, from virtually 

entirely due to canal construction [Turner, 1997] to a combination of natural and human 

activity [Day Jr. et al., 2000].  However, most conclude that the wetland loss is due to a 

complex interaction of multiple factors acting on a variety of scales [Day Jr., 2000; Day 

Jr, et al., 2003; Paola et al., 2011]. 
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Figure 2: A map of past and predicted land change in coastal Louisiana.  Red areas 
represent land lost since 1932, yellow areas are predicted zones of land loss 
from 2000 – 2050, and green areas indicated predicted land growth through 
2050 (usgs.gov). 

 Various investigators have proposed engineered diversion of natural river waters 

in order to mitigate wetland drowning [Day Jr., et al., 2000; Paola et al., 2011; Kim et 

al., 2009].  The argument is that sediment-laden river waters cannot overtop the 

engineered levees that have isolated the Mississippi River from it’s floodplain and 

controlled released of these waters will allow for floodplain aggradation.  Kim et al. 

(2009) showed with a mass-balance model that, in 100 years under a relative sea-level 

rise of 7 mm/yr and current rates of sediment delivery, 700 – 900 km2 of new land could 

be built by two river diversions on the lower Mississippi.  Such restoration practices have 

been estimated to require an initial investment of $15 – 20 billion to mitigate wetland loss 

and return $62 billion in net present value (Batker, et al., 2010).  Self-maintaining and 

naturally behaved restored wetlands can be constructed at the cost of operating river 
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diversions (Batker, et al., 2010), with increased environmental benefit as opposed to 

traditional systems.  It is clear that traditional engineering practice is not sufficient to 

reverse the rapid land loss in Louisiana and approaches that favor natural land-building 

processes are necessary. 

3.  DELTA DISTRIBUTARY CHANNEL NETWORKS 

 Much work has been done on understanding and modeling the ecological, 

geological, and fluvial properties of delta systems.  However, there is a need to further 

understand the evolution and conditions necessary for a healthy, sustainable system and 

test the results of previous modeling efforts.  Early and more recent attempts have 

identified some important factors characterizing the topology of the delta network [Smart 

& Moruzzi, 1972; Morisawa, 1985; Edmonds et al., 2011; Feola, 2006; Syvitski, 2005] 

and its evolution [Jerolmack, 2009; Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007]. Understanding the 

processes and mechanisms that control and influence delta formation increases the tools 

engineers and policy-makers have at hand when making decisions involving the 

restoration of coastal systems.  

Smart & Moruzzi (1972) developed the first network-based approach to 

characterize the topology and geometry of delta distributary systems.  They make use of 

directed network graphs, which are comprised of links and nodes.  Each node was then 

classified, based on its upstream and downstream link conditions, as a fork (bifurcation), 

an outlet (terminus of the network), or a junction (confluence).  From a set of simple 

graph theory and probability-based rules, Smart and Moruzzi derive the recombination 
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factor, α, a ratio of the number of junctions to the number of forks in the network.  Based 

on the analysis of five river deltas of varying scale, they show that the recombination 

factors of the natural deltas reasonably agree with that of a model assuming random 

connection of nodes.  In disagreement with the later work of Morisawa (1985), 

Jerolmack and Swenson (2007), and Jerolmack (2009), Smart & Moruzzi argued that the 

statistical distribution of topologic and geometric properties should remain constant with 

time. 

To further understand the topologic properties of river deltas, Morisawa (1985) 

extended the work of Smart & Moruzzi by analyzing 20 natural deltas and 13 random 

network models.  She found that delta topologic structure is non-random, with her 

database of link type distributions significantly differing from predictions of the random 

connection model.  Whereas Smart & Moruzzi (1972) concluded that the recombination 

factor was constant over the delta extent, Morisawa (1985) found the recombination 

factor to vary significantly with radial distance from the delta apex. Morisawa suggested 

using the recombination factor to classify deltas as bifurcation (α<0.5) and rejoining 

(α>0.5) as a quantitative measure of the classification scheme proposed by Coleman 

(1976). 

Jerolmack & Swenson (2007) propose a genetic model for delta channel network 

evolution using simple scaling relations.  Their model predicts delta channel networks to 

be initially bifurcation-dominated and form a fan-shaped lobe.  After the delta approaches 

some time scale associated with avulsion of the trunk channel, the more mature delta will 
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avulse and support one to several major distributaries.  The length scale for avulsion is 

often assumed to be the backwater length scale [Jerolmack, 2009; Jerolmack & Swenson, 

2007], and this has been supported by field observation and modeling efforts 

[Chatanantavet et al., 2012].  At the mouth of the large backwater-length scale 

distributaries form bifurcating channel networks that obey power law channel length 

distributions [Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007]. 

4.  WETLAND DENITRIFICATION 

In recent years, increased nutrient export to the Gulf of Mexico has exacerbated a 

suite of ecological problems [DeLauneet al., 2005], including the extent of hypoxic zone 

[Rablais et al., 1996].  It has been proposed, however, that nutrient cycling in coastal 

wetlands, including those found in the delta depositional systems, may efficiently and 

naturally reduce the nutrient export to receiving waters [Rivera-Monroy et al., 2010; 

DeLaune et al., 2005; Lane et al., 2003; Perez et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2006].  In an earlier 

work in the North Atlantic Ocean, [Nixon et al., 1996] found that freshwater residence 

time is a good predictor of the denitrification potential of a system.  Vast coastal wetlands 

with relatively long freshwater residence times and high concentrations of nitrate flux 

suggest that coastal Louisiana may have the potential to be a denitrification hotspot.  

However, the literature cites the lack of accurate freshwater residence time estimates on 

the network scale as a limiting factor in understanding the denitrification potential of 

river deltas [Rivera-Monroy et al., 2010].  Long hydraulic residence times promote 
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nitrogen loss through denitrification but also increase the likelihood of harmful algal 

blooms in near-coast areas [Rivera-Monroy et al., 2010]. 

The hypoxic or “dead” zone is an annual zone of limited dissolved oxygen that 

forms in the northern Gulf of Mexico.  In the past, the hypoxic zone has been attributed 

to an increased anthropogenic nitrogen loading but it is also suggested that total 

phosphorous plays a role [Dodds, 2006].  The increased nutrient loading leads to an 

increase in eutrophication and subsequent phytoplankton growth, increasing the risk of 

harmful algal blooms.  However, nitrogen is likely the limiting factor relative to 

phosphorous in phytoplankton growth due to denitrification in upstream wetlands [Lane 

et al., 2003]. 

Nitrate (NO3
-) is the predominate form of inorganic nitrogen found in the 

Mississippi River water [Lane et al., 2003] and has been shown to be reduced in estuarine 

and wetland environments, primarily due to denitrification [Rivera-Monroy et al., 2010].  

The % reduction of exported nitrate is a function of the nitrate loading rate [Lane et al., 

2003] and the nutrient residence time, often approximated by the hydraulic residence 

time.  High reduction rates of NO3
- have been found, especially in shallow wetland 

systems where the residence time is long and the sediment/water interfacial area is high 

[Lane et al., 2003].  In the Atchafalaya system, Smith et al. (1995) showed the wetland 

removal efficiency of nitrogen to be ~20% and Lane et al. (2002) found the removal 

efficiency at the Atchafalaya to be 41 – 47%.  On the Wax Lake Delta, denitrification has 

been modeled as a function of hydraulic residence time (HRT) and removal rates have 
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been found to be as high as >90% with long HRTs [Branhoff, 2012], though there is no 

field evidence to support the long HRT inputs.  The removal efficiency of the receiving 

waters is highly variable [Rivera-Monroy et al., 2010] but engineered diversions for 

wastewater treatment tend to have higher removal efficiencies [Lane et al., 2003, and 

references within].  
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Chapter 3: Study Site 

1.  DESCRIPTION OF WAX LAKE DELTA 

The Wax Lake Delta (WLD), shown in Figure 3 is located in coastal Louisiana 

about 140 km southwest of New Orleans at the mouth of the Wax Lake Outlet (WLO).   

Dredged in 1942 by the Army Corps. Of Engineers, WLO was designed to carry 30% of 

the flow discharge from the Atchafalaya River to reduce flooding in Morgan City, LA.  

As a result of the channel construction, sediment has been depositing at the mouth of the 

WLO, forming WLD.  After becoming subaerially emergent in 1973 [Roberts et al., 

1997], WLD has been prograding rapidly into the Atchafalaya Bay and, alongside its 

adjacent Atchafalaya delta, is one of the few places in coastal Louisiana subject to land 

growth rather than land loss.  Thus, WLD is an ideal location for studying the processes 

related to delta formation and evolution.  Insight gained from such a location can provide 

decision-makers and engineers with necessary tools for best management practices of 

river diversions and wetland rehabilitation projects. 
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Figure 3: A Landsat 5 TM image of Wax Lake Delta (WLD).  The WLD is located about 
140 km southwest of New Orleans, LA at the mouth of the WLO. 

WLD is a mostly bifurcating distributary system with seven major passes and a 

multitude of secondary channels connecting to the inundated island interiors.  Although 

there are a number of channel confluences, the generally morphology is that of a 

bifurcating radial fan.  The distributary channels are lined by natural levees that, 

depending on environmental conditions, may be subaerial or subaqueous.  Overtopping 

of the levees resulting in flow exchange between the channels and interdistributary areas 

(island interiors) is common.  The exchange between the channels and islands is thought 

to be a function of the complex interactions between discharge, tides, wind, and 
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vegetation.  Information regarding the distribution of water across the interdistributary 

areas is important for the transport of nutrients and their residence time. 

Estimates of the delta land growth rate and the total area of previously built land 

at WLD are highly variable.  Satellite and aerial imagery is mainly relied upon to 

estimate the growth of the delta.  The land exposed in orthoimagery is dependent upon 

the environmental conditions (discharge, tides, wind, and vegetation) upon capture of the 

image and is subject to large fluctuations [Geleynse et al., 2013].  Thus land area 

estimates have considerable scatter.  The most recent land area estimates range from 30 

km2 [Allen et al., 2011] to 84.2 km2 [Roberts et al., 2003]. 

An analysis of historical discharge data (1986-2012) from Wax Lake Outlet at 

Calumet, LA (USGS Gage #07381590, 18.5 km upstream of WLD) reveals the mean 

annual discharge to be 2500 m3/s with yearly floods consistently reaching or exceeding 

5000 m3/s.  The time series of the annual and maximum discharges is plotted in Figure 4 

suggest that the calculated discharge values may not be representative of current 

conditions, however.  Mann-Kendall tests at 5% significance show that both average 

annual discharge and maximum annual discharge are increasing with time, supporting the 

observation that average discharge and flooding magnitudes have been significantly 

higher in recent years.  On average, this discharge is estimated to carry 34 million tons 

per year of sediment available for deposition [Kim et al., 2009]. 
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Figure 4: Time series of discharge data from the Wax Lake Outlet at Calumet, LA gaging 
station.  Although there is considerable scatter, both the maximum annual 
discharge and the average annual discharge has significant positive trends 
with time. 
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Chapter 4: Methods 

1.  NETWORK & GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

 The structure of the channel network is hypothesized to have a control on the 

dynamics and flux propagation in a distributary system.  The topology of a system is 

characterized by a collection of connected links and nodes, forming the network graph.  

From the topology, characterization of global and local behavior of the static network, as 

well as interferences about scale-dependent dynamics, can be made.  A flowline network 

of links and nodes was created in ArcMap and is shown in  Figure 5.  Both the subaerial 

and subaqueous networks are depicted.  The subaerial network (above the water surface) 

refers to the network derived solely by tracing channel centerlines from satellite imagery.  

The subaqueous network refers to the subaerial network with the inclusion of subaqueous 

(under the water surface) derived from bathymetry [Shaw, 2013].  Only channels 

considered to be distributary channels were included.  The terminal nodes were chosen at 

locations where channels appeared to reach the open ocean according to the October 

2011 LANDSAT 5 TM image for the subaerial network and the bathymetric depth was 

the governing factor for termini in the subaqueous network. 
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 Figure 5: The topologic networks for the A) subaerial system and B) the 
subaerial+subaqueous system.  In the text it is simply referred to as the 
‘subaqueous’ network’. 

 The classification scheme for links and nodes followed Smart & Moruzzi (1972).  

A field was added to the node feature class and each node was classified according to its 

topologic position: O for outlet (entering open ocean), F for fork (bifurcation), or J for 

join (two links coming together).  An analogous field for links was created describing the 

upstream and downstream nodes for each link (e.g. FJ for an upstream fork and 

downstream join).  The delta apex is considered the point at which the contributing river 

divides into a distributary network, defining the start of the delta plain.  The delta apex is 

a node that must be categorized as a fork (F) based on its definition of being the initial 

bifurcation.  Classification of links and nodes based on topologic location transforms the 

network tree into a directed graph to be used for statistical analysis. 

 Statistical analysis of the network was performed in Excel by exporting each 

ObjectID and corresponding classification as discussed above for both the Links and 

Nodes feature classes.  Distribution of link types and node types were compared to the 
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predicted values from Smart & Moruzzi’s (1972) random connection model (Table 1).  

The interest reader is referred to the original work [Smart & Moruzzi, 1972] for the 

derivation of the formulas.  Link length was also extracted and its distribution was 

analyzed with MatLab software. 

Table 1: Probability of link generation in the random connection model of Smart & 
Moruzzi (1972) [Table corrected from Morisawa (1985)].  The 
recombination factor (α) is the only parameter in the model (see text for 
discussion of α).  The expressions below represent probabilities.  To 
calculate the predicted number of each link type in a network, simply 
multiply each probability by the number of links in the network. 

Upstream 

Vertex 

Downstream Vertex 

F J O Totals 

F 2
2+ ! ! 

4!
2+ ! ! 

2 1− !
2+ ! !  

2
2+ !  

J !
2+ ! ! 2!!

2+ ! ! 
! 1− !
2+ ! !  

!
2+ !  

Totals 1
2+ !  

2!
2+ !  

1− !
2+ !  1 

 

The major assumption in the development of the topologic network is the 

direction of flow in distributary channels.  Wave strength, tidal influences, and upstream 

flow conditions may affect the direction of flow in a distributary system.  The 

topographic gradient is not necessarily an indicator of flow direction due to relatively flat 

delta topography and the aforementioned conditions [Feola, 2006].  However, Shaw 
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(2013) showed that, over the range of tidal conditions, flow in the channel tips of WLD 

was unidirectional.  The determination of significant channels was made based on 

judgment and channel widths from orthoimagery. 

 Along with the creation of the topologic network, geometric flow network 

boundaries (land/water interface) were traced using the editor toolbar and the BingMaps 

basemap in ArcMap as a guide.  From the geometric network, a raster of distributary 

network islands (1-m pixel size) was created from which metrics and statistical trends 

were derived.  A comparison between the topologic network and geometric channel 

network was also performed using a modified width function (commonly employed for 

graph analysis of river networks).  From here on, the analysis is referred to as “width 

function” rather than calling it the “modified width function.”  The subsequent 

paragraphs describe the analyzed metrics in detail. 

 A polygon feature class of the delta islands was traced using the LANDSAT 

imagery and aerial photography.  It has been proposed that delta island sizes follow a 

power law distribution [Edmonds et al., 2011].  The exceedence probability, cumulative 

fraction of total area, and area distribution was calculated for the set. 

 If the tributary network’s role is the accumulation of flow and sediment then the 

role of the distributary network is the distribution of flow and sediment.  The nearest-

edge distance is a measure of the nearest distance to water from a point on the delta land 

surface [Edmonds et al., 2011] and gives insight into the distribution of sediment 

transported to the delta land surface.  It can be considered analogous to the drainage 
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density calculated for tributary networks.  The nearest-edge distance may also prove 

useful in the estimation of residence times on inundated island interiors.  Areas with 

relatively high nearest-edge distances are often associated with slow moving marshy 

areas.  The nearest-edge distance was calculated using the Euclidean distance tool in 

ArcToolbox after the utilization of the Reclassify tool.   

 The geometric and topologic networks were analyzed using the width function; an 

approach usually applied to river systems.  The width function gives a sense of the 

topologic width of the network (as the name implies) with respect to distance from a 

given point.   Here, the radial distance from the apex was drawn at 1000-meter intervals 

using the Radial Distance tool in ArcToolbox.  The radial distance feature class objects 

were classified according to their respective distances from the delta apex.  The feature 

class was then converted to a raster with 1-meter pixel size.  The output raster was the 

extracted by the channel outline feature class.  The number of pixels (from raster at 1m 

pixel size), geometric width (from feature class), and topographic width were measured. 

2.  ENVIRONMENTAL FLUX PROPAGATION & NUTRIENT CYCLING 

To address the questions of how discharge is partitioned among delta distributary 

channels and how flow is exchanged between the channels and the islands, two field trips 

were carried out at WLD onboard the R/V Fearman.  The first trip in early February 

2012, involved collecting velocity, bathymetry, and flow direction data from distributary 

channels.  In June 2012, field site was revisited to collect tie channel discharges and 

basinward island discharge measurements.  The field methods for the February 2012 and 

June 2012 field trips are discussed in the next two subsections, respectively. 
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i: Network Flow Partitioning 

A field campaign to WLD was conducted in early February 2012 in order to 

capture the flow-partitioning framework among the major distributary channels.  

Velocity, cross-sectional bathymetry, and flow direction measurements were obtained at 

selected network locations.  The velocity measurements and flow direction observations 

were taken during rising tide over a period of three days in order to determine whether 

channel flow was unidirectional. Velocity and bathymetry readings were obtained 

02/04/2012-02/07/2012 and an average discharge of 4250 m3/s was determined from the 

gaging station at Calumet, LA.  The gaged discharge was relatively high for February and 

was considered by the author to be a period of high flow.  The discharge at Calumet was 

assumed to be representative of the apex discharge.  Depth measurements were 

referenced to a Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) datum determined from a nearby tidal 

gage. 

Cross sectional bathymetry at 50 network locations (Figure 6) was collected using 

a Hydrobox™ Hydrographic Echo Sounder (210 Hz) controlled by a Hydrobox™ 

profiler (Syquest, Inc, Warwick, RI).  The depth sounder was mounted to the exterior of 

the R/V Fearman at a depth sufficient to eliminate disruption by the ship hull.  Vertical 

resolution of the measurements was 0.1 m with a minimum measurement depth of 0.30 

m.  The depth measurements were combined with kinematic GPS data from a Trimble 

NetRS Precise Point Positioning System mounted with Zephyr Geodetic L1/L2 Antennae 

and processed using the Automatic Precise Positioning System available from NASA.  
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The depth measurements were then concatenated with water level measurements from 

Lawma-Amerada Pass (NOAA #8764427, 29.448° N 91.337° W, 7.2 km East of Eastern 

boundary of Figure 3) and referenced to the WGS84 horizontal datum and the vertical 

datum of MLLW [Shaw, 2013]. 
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 Figure 6: Locations of velocity flow direction, and bathymetric data collection sites 
during the February 2012 field trip.  Measurement locations were selected to 
maximize the coverage of the distributary channel network as well as to 
capture partitioning of flow at bifurcations.  Data corresponding to each 
node is found in Table 5 in Appendix A. 
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Near-surface velocity measurements were obtained using a 3D Flowtracker 

Handheld ADV® (Range: ±0.001 to 4.0 m/s, Resolution: 0.0001 m/s, Accuracy: Greater 

of ±1% of measured velocity or ±0.25 cm/s) at locations corresponding the thalwegs 

associated with the cross-sectional bathymetry measurements.  Velocity measurements 

were well within the instrument range.  Data was collected by anchoring the R/V 

Fearman at the measured bathymetric survey centerline, assumed to be representative of 

the thalweg, and holding the ADV level at 30% of the measured flow depth measured 

from the surface until two-dimensional velocities were obtained.  The measurement depth 

was chosen (as opposed to the ideal 40% of flow height for average velocity) because of 

instrument length limitation.  Velocities at 30% of the flow depth were assumed to be 

representative of the surface velocity of the channel.  The two-dimensional velocity was 

converted to a downstream surface velocity by determining the resultant velocity vector.  

Measurements with high signal-to-noise ratios were discarded and remeasured 

immediately. Average velocity was taken to be 80% of the surface velocity, although this 

does not affect the flow partitioning result. 

In the field, the R/V Fearman could not be steered directly perpendicular to the 

flow direction.  In order to remedy this issue, a scalar projection technique (Figure 7) was 

employed to ensure that the cross sections were representative of the area perpendicular 

to the resultant flow.  The projection scheme is rather simple.  For each depth 

measurement let some vector ai represent its location in space and let b define a vector 
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perpendicular to flow direction, spanning the lateral extent of the channel with s defining 

the distance along b.  The scalar distance ai is projected onto b as 

 !! =    ! cos! (4.2.1) 

and the vector defining the location of ai on b is given by the vector projection 

 !! = !!! (4.2.2) 

where β is the unit vector in the b direction. 

 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of scalar and vector projection.  For conceptualization, 
let a represent the location of a depth measurement relative to the origin, the 
channel bank, and let b represent the perpendicular vector perpendicular to 
the flow direction extending from bank to bank.  By projecting the depth 
measurement onto b at a distance s = | a | cos(θ), the depths and associated 
projected distances can be use to calculate the perpendicular cross-sectional 
area of the channel. 

The projection algorithm was run on all fifty depth measurement profiles and 

cross-sectional areas were calculated using a trapezoidal numerical integration technique 

implemented with MatLab software.  The integration technique simply employs linear 
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interpolation between depth measurements and calculates the geometric area beneath (or 

in this case, above) the curve referenced to the datum water depth by a combination of 

rectangles and triangles.   

Such a large field measurement scheme is not without it’s limitations.  Although 

the measurements likely captured the flow partitioning structure of the network, the 

“true” depth-averaged velocities and channel discharges are probably subject to some 

error.  Point measurements of velocity in ~1-3m deep, ~50-450 m wide channels cannot 

fully capture the probably spatial variability in the flow.  As part of my future work, this 

field study will be redone with an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) to capture 

the velocity profile of the larger channels.  However, for the purposes of understanding 

flow routing among the distributary channels, the field trip was successful.  The relevant 

data is made available to the interested reader in Appendix A. 

ii.  Flow Partitioning Model 

Elements of the Wax Lake Delta (WLD) distributary system were analyzed using 

statistical methods in order to develop an understanding of the morphology of the system.  

A model routing single water molecules through a “pipe-like” network with the same 

connectivity of WLD was developed in order to determine if flow allocation in 

distributary networks can be predicted by the bankful widths of the distributary channels 

alone.  The model does not allow flow to be lost or “bled” to WLD islands.  A Monte 

Carlo simulation was employed to map the path of units of water through the channel 
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network.  The model is then compared to field measurements of channel discharges and 

the results of previous studies investigating channel discharge allocation at WLD. 

Understanding the flow partitioning among the channels of a distributary network 

is vital to understanding the propagation of fluxes in the distributary system.  A model 

was developed in order to estimate the flow partitioning at WLD using the channel 

widths derived from satellite imagery and the connectivity of the system.  The model 

routes a single unit of water through the network and traces its path until reaching a 

network terminus.  At bifurcations, the unit of water “chooses” its path based on width-

weighted probabilities for each branch of the bifurcation. The unit flow can be thought of 

as a single water molecule traveling through the system.  For each model run, the flow in 

the upstream flows through one of the bifurcation branches based on their probabilities 

and random chance (see below). Figure 8 is a schematic of the flow partitioning at a 

bifurcation.  From here on, the terms flow and discharge are used to describe the 

percentage of flow at the delta apex (i.e., flow is normalized by the input flow to the 

system). 
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Figure 8: Schematic of the network bifurcation.  In each model simulation, a unit flow is 
conservatively partitioned through the network based on width-weighted 
reception probabilities at bifurcations.  See text for further explanation of 
probability and discharge calculations. 

Based on the fieldwork described in Chapter 3.1, it is concluded that the 

allocation of flow at WLD is mostly controlled by channel cross-sectional area.  It has 

been proposed by Feola (2006) that channel discharge, Q, is proportional to the square of 

the channel width, where the square of width multiplied by some constant is a proxy for 

channel cross-sectional area.  Using these assumptions, the probability of the unit of 

water will pass to channel A-B is modeled as 

 
!!!! =

!!!!!!

!!!!!! + !!!!!! =
!!!!!

!!!!! + !!!!!  (4.2.3) 
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where w is channel width and k is some constant relating the width to the cross-sectional 

area.  The probability that the water flows down link A-B is found in an equivalent 

manner or can simply be computed as 1-PA-B.  With the probabilities for each branch of 

the bifurcation developed, a random number, U(0,1), is generated to determine which link 

will receive the unit flow.  The discharge in a channel is then determined by 

 !!!! =
1  !"  ! 0,1 <   !!!!
0  !"  ! 0,1 >   !!!!

 (4.2.4) 

 
and the discharge in the competing bifurcation branch is QA-C = 1 – QA-B .  From here, the 

unit flow continues through the network, possibly encountering more bifurcations, until 

reaching a network outlet.  The discharge estimation is only performed at links where the 

upstream node receives the unit flow; otherwise a zero is assigned for the discharge at 

both links.  The partitioning at a single bifurcation is a simple calculation.  However, 

performing the above calculations for the entire WLD network in Figure 9 is quite 

cumbersome.  With 54 nodes and 61 network links, a computer simulation is desirable. 
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Figure 9: Node and link numbering scheme for the flow partitioning model.  Each node is 
numbered and the links are named according to their upstream and 
downstream nodes. 

  A Monte Carlo simulation was employed to develop the average percentage of 

incoming flow in WLD channels using the relationships developed in (4.2.3) and (4.2.4). 

Channel widths were modeled as normally distributed variables with means equal to the 

widths measured from satellite imagery and a coefficient of variation of 0.15 to account 

for the error involved in discharge measurements.  The selection of the coefficient of 

variation was an arbitrary choice. Further study into realistic error could improve the 

simulation.  The number of occurrences of unit flow through a particular channel were 
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averaged in order to determine the probability of a given water molecule moving to any 

part of the system.  The probability of a given channel receiving flow could also be 

thought of the flow partitioning within the network. Ten sets of 500 realizations (5,000 

total realizations) were used to ensure adequate precision of the final result.  Only 864 

simulations were required to achieve a 1% error in the model results for the mean of the 

allocated flow.  Confidence bounds of 95% were determined for the flow result in each 

network link.  Exact results of the Monte Carlo simulation are provided in the Appendix 

A for the interested reader.  The MatLab function is included in Appendix B. 

iii.  Island-Channel Exchange & Hydraulic Residence Time 

The flow exchange between the islands and channels is important for the transport 

and fate of nutrients in a deltaic wetland system.  Longer residence times lead to greater 

efficiency of nutrient cycling and, of particular importance in this study, enhanced 

denitrification.  Understanding the flow exchange dynamics is essential for the modeling 

of nutrient export at the network scale.  The later result shows that a significant portion of 

flow, and likely its associated nutrient load, is lost from the channel network and moves 

to the islands via tie channels and, more importantly, levee overtop.  With the original 

hypothesis that tie channels contribute a significant portion of flow into and out of the 

islands, depending on tides, the field trip described below was executed. 

From 07/20/2012 to 07/24/2012 velocity measurements were taken on Mike and 

Pintail Islands at WLD (Figure 10).  Both tie channel (Figure 11) and overbank flow 

(Figure 12) was measured in an attempt to understand how flow is exchanged between 

the channels and the inundated island interiors.  The flow at the basinward exits of both 
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islands was also measured.  Each cross section was measured a minimum of 3 times to 

ensure <5% difference between discharge estimates.  Frequent, but intermittent, 

thunderstorms and rain showers throughout the duration of the field study may affected 

data collection and enhanced (or reduced) velocity measurements. 

A Teledyne RD StreamPro ADCP (1 Hz) (Teledyne RD Instruments, Poway, CA) 

was employed to measure velocity profiles and depth profiles in the shallow tie channels, 

overbank zones, and island exits.  The specifications of the ADCP include:  0.1 – 2m 

profiling range, ±2 m/s velocity range, greater of ±1% water velocity accuracy relative to 

ADCP velocity or ±2 mm/s, and 3 cm blanking distance.  For depth measurements, the 

depth range is 0.1 – 7 meters with 1mm resolution at 1% accuracy.  The relevant ADCP 

parameters for each measurement varied according to local conditions including depth 

and maximum velocity.  All measurements were within the velocity range and most 

measurements were taken in water less than 2m.  Only during high tide on Mike Island’s 

basinward interior exit were water levels >2m but the depth never exceeded 2.5m.  

Therefore only the lowermost velocity cells were not measured.  The ADCP was either 

towed manually or by an 8ft rod mounted to a canoe (Figure 13) depending on flow 

conditions.  Interference from the canoe or from the operator was automatically 

discarded. 
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Figure 10: July 2012 field trip measurement locations.  Both Mike and Pintail Islands 
were studied on this trip. 
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Figure 11: An example of a “tie” channel on Mike Island at WLD.  The small “tie” 
channels connect the distributary channels with the island interiors and are 
often found on the upstream portions of WLD islands. 

 

Figure 12: An example of a levee at WLD.  It is clear from the image the water can 
overtop the channel levees and flow into the island. 
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Figure 13: The Teledyne RD StreamPro ADCP measurement setup.  The vessel was 
towed by either the operator in shallow water or by the pictured rod in 
deeper water. 

To process the collected data, WinRiver II (Teledyne RD Instruments, Poway, 

CA) was used and coupled with remote sensing data to analyze the residence time on the 

island tops during falling and rising tides.  In the field, predicted tidal water levels at 

Lawma-Amerada Pass (NOAA) were used to plan measurement times to capture both the 

falling and rising limbs of the tidal wave.  During data processing, actual measured water 

levels at the station were used when comparing falling versus rising stages.  Wind and 

discharge have been shown to play a significant role in the accuracy of predicted water 

levels at Lawma-Amerada Pass [Geleynse et al., 2013].  However, discharge fluctuations 

are considered insignificant on the tidal cycle timescale and are ignored. 

Remote sensing data was acquired in the form of LANDSAT 5 TM imagery.  To 

estimate the inundated volume of the islands at WLD, a thresholding technique was 
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applied to highlight and extract the water surface from the image.  Each island surficial 

water area was then delineated with the assistance of bathymetric data [Shaw, 2013] and 

prior knowledge of the system.  The Mean Normalized Difference Water Index 

(MNDWI) [Xu, 2005] was computed as  

 !"#$% =
!"##$ − !"#
!"##$ + !"# (4.2.5) 

where Green represents the green spectral band and NIR is the near-infrared band.  An 

example of a water extraction of the November 2011 image is shown in Figure 14.  

Average depth values from ADCP bottom tracking data were used to compute volumes 

from the extracted areas.  A simple model for the hydraulic residence time (HRT)  

 !"# =
!
! (4.2.6) 

was employed, where V is the estimated volume and Q is the measured discharge, to 

gather a sense of whether the HRT is long enough to promote denitrification on the island 

tops at WLD. 
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Figure 14: Island water surface extent extraction for November 2011 LANDSAT 5 TM 
image.  Extractions were obtained by a combination of MNDWI and field 
data. 
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Chapter 5: Results 

Several approaches were taken to gather knowledge of the surface hydrology and 

topological characteristics of the Wax Lake Delta (WLD).  Velocity and area 

measurements at key network locations were obtained in an effort to characterize the 

flow-partitioning framework of the WLD distributary network.  The lack of flow 

conservation in the channel network led to the acquisition of flow exchange data on two 

WLD islands.  Flow partitioning was modeled by the probability-based flow simulation 

acting on the topologic network.  The topologic and geometric networks were also 

analyzed using a variety of delta metrics.  In the following sections, results and 

implications are discussed. 

1.  NETWORK & GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

Both the subaerial and subaqueous networks were analyzed using the methods 

proposed by Smart & Moruzzi (1972).  The recombination factors, α, for the subaerial 

and subaqueous networks were 0.32 and 0.31, respectively.  The extremely similar 

recombination factor values suggest that subaqueous portion of the distributary network 

is a relatively insignificant portion of the network from a topological standpoint.  

Although the subaqueous channel tips are the location of extremely dynamic morphology 

[Shaw, 2013], they have little impact on the overall network topology.  Table 2 

summarizes the results from the analysis of the subaerial network and subaqueous 

network.  It should be noted, however, that the subaqueous portion of WLD is relatively 
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small and the subaqueous portion of other deltas may have a great impact on the topology 

of the network.  Therefore, these results should be taken with caution, recognizing that it 

has only been tested at WLD. 

Table 2: Comparison of the link type distributions for the subaerial and subaqueous 
networks.  The addition of the subaqueous network has insignificant impact 
of the fraction of observed link types. 

 Link Type  

FF FJ FO JF JJ JO Total 

Subaerial 
Number 21 14 13 3 1 5 57 

Fraction 0.37 0.25 0.23 0.05 0.02 0.09 1.00 

Subaqueous 
Number 23 14 15 3 1 5 61 

Fraction 0.38 0.23 0.25 0.05 0.02 0.08 1.00 

 
 The observed link types are compared to the predicted values according the 

random connection model developed by Smart & Moruzzi (1972) in Table 3.  For 

information regarding the random connection model, the reader is referred back to Table 

1.  Both the subaerial and subaqueous networks compare closely to the random 

connection model and this is due to the model being a function of only the recombination 

factor, the values for which both networks are very similar. 
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Table 3: Comparison of the random connection model to the observed link type 
distributions. 

 
Subaerial Subaqueous 

Observed Predicted Observed Predicted 

FF 21 21.2 23 22.9 

FJ 14 13.6 14 14.1 

FO 13 14.4 15 15.9 

JF 3 3.4 3 3.5 

JJ 1 2.2 1 2.3 

JO 5 2.3 5 2.4 

 
 The randomly-generated model predicts fairly well the distribution of links with 

the exception of JJ and JO links.  The model over-predicts the amount of JJ links and 

under-predicts the number of JO links while closely estimating the values for FF, FJ, 

FO, and JF.  Morisawa (1985) also noted an overabundance of observed JO links when 

compared to the predicted number in her analysis of 20 natural deltas.  The well-

predicted links all include a fork node at either the upstream or downstream ends, with 

higher accuracy seen at links with an upstream fork.  Since the predicted link type 

distribution is a function of the recombination factor (which is a function of the joins to 

forks), a higher accuracy in predicting is seen in the links associated with bifurcations 

due to WLD’s bifurcating nature (α ≅ 0.32).  Although the randomly-connected network 

model may have well-predicted the link types of WLD, Morisawa (1985) showed that 
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recombination factor, and therefore the random connection model, was not adequate for 

describing a larger sample of natural deltas.  WLD is a young and mostly bifurcating 

delta that tends to exhibit classic river-dominated morphologies.  The random connection 

model may be well suited for the analysis of similar newly emergent deltas such as those 

built as a result of planned diversions along the Mississippi River. 

 The link length distributions for each network were analyzed by fitting their 

distributions and compared to each other.  The link length distributions are shown in 

Figure 15.  The distributions are heavily right-tailed indicating that the majority of the 

links are relatively short (750m-2000m) compared to the very few long channels (4000m 

+).  The dearth of long channels may be due to the mechanisms of sediment deposition 

from a channel to a reservoir [Wright, 1977; Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007; Falcini & 

Jerolmack, 2010].  Wright (1977) summarized the mechanism of sediment deposition at a 

river mouth and river mouth bar formation.  Long, straight channels with high-velocity 

flows will not have the tendency to form bifurcations at river mouths [Wright, 1977].  

The wide channels at WLD (assumed to be main channels with relatively high flow) may 

fall into this category.  More shallow channels with low flow will more readily deposit 

more sediment at the river mouth bar due to bed friction [Wright, 1977; Edmonds & 

Slingerland, 2007] or due to a low potential vorticity [Falcini & Jerolmack, 2010].  

Following this reasoning, it may be inferred that the WLD network, for the most part, has 

relatively shallow flow that experiences a large amount of bed friction, leading to river 

mouth bar deposits that encourage bifurcation.  However, recent work by Shaw (2013) 
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suggests that the mechanisms of sediment transport and mouth bar formation at WLD are 

far more complex than those described above. 

 

Figure 15: Link length distributions at WLD for the (A) subaerial network and (B) 
subaqueous network. 

The similarities of the subaerial and subaqueous networks are apparent from the 

recombination factors, link type distributions, and link length distributions.  Although the 

inclusion of the subaerial channel network changes the visual topology of the system, the 

statistics are largely unaffected.  Because of the small contribution of the subaqueous 

portion of the delta to the overall topology, the subaerial network is sufficient for 

characterizing the topology of WLD.  The subaerial portion of the delta is simply the 

permanent manifestation of a former subaqueous channel network, so it follows that the 

subaerial network is perhaps more representative of the “steady-state” expression of the 

delta topology. 

 The island size distribution is mapped in Figure 16.  For the analysis, islands 

under ten acres in area were ignored.  Relatively small islands seem to be found at the 
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delta front, where new land is being formed as the delta progrades.  Larger islands tend to 

be found along the boundaries of the major distributary channels, suggesting high flows 

and a lack of circumstances leading to rapid bifurcation as discussed above.  However, no 

obvious spatial trend in island size seems to exist for the islands at WLD. Figure 17 

shows the island size distribution is heavily skewed toward lower island sizes, in 

agreement with Edmonds et al. (2011).  The prevalence of small islands at WLD may be 

due to its bifurcating nature.  The bifurcation-confluence pattern observed in the NW 

portion of WLD forces island sizes to be small.  Small secondary channels running over 

the island tops can splits relatively large islands into smaller portions.   
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Figure 16: Map of the island sizes at Wax Lake Delta.  Islands under 10 acres of subaerial 
area were ignored. 
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Figure 17: Island size distribution at WLD. 

 The nearest-edge distance shows no trends relative to the distance from the delta 

apex.  Islands tend to neither be narrower nor wider with respect to the radial distance as 

seen in the map in Figure 18.  However, the nearest edge distance does show some 

correlation with the location of inland lakes fed by tidal channels.  The location of the 

inland lakes can be roughly seen in Figure 18, with darker areas representing the location 

of lakes.  Areas with high values for nearest-edge distance seem to correlate fairly well 

with the location of inland lakes and could perhaps be a tool for predicting their locations 

in other systems.  Inland lakes at WLD are ecologically important due their role as a 

potential denitrification hotspot [Branhoff, 2012].  However, the NW portion of WLD 

tends to have islands with relatively large nearest-edge distance measures and relatively 
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few of the islands are as inundated as those in the Southern and Southeastern portions of 

WLD.  More investigation into the correlation between inundation and nearest-edge 

distance is necessary before using it as a predictive measure. 

 The nearest-edge distance may also be important from a geomorphic standpoint.  

Areas very near to the channels are likely to be locations of sediment deposition leading 

to the development of subaerial levees.  Levee aggradation in low-gradient systems like 

WLD may effectively close off the island interiors from substantial sediment deposition, 

greatly increasing the island infilling timescale.  In turn, the islands are zones of slow-

moving water, which is important for eco-geomorphic processes and nutrient export 

reduction.  At WLD, the levee elongation timescale appears to be much shorter than that 

of the island interiors’ accretion timescales, suggesting that perhaps the WLD islands will 

maintain their current morphology of inundated island interiors bounded by subaerial 

levees for engineering timescales.  As a result, efforts to understand the hydrodynamics 

of the island interiors are paramount in the development of tools for planning the 

restoration of coastal wetlands.  
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Figure 18: Map of the nearest-edge distance for the WLD islands.  Darker colors depict 
locations that are further away from channels or from the bay.  Areas with 
large nearest-edge distances are thought to be areas commonly inundated 
with water. 

 Analysis of the topology of a delta distributary system can yield interesting 

results, but ultimately the actual geometry of the network is the more important aspect of 

the system.  A modified width function (see earlier discussion) was employed to point out 

the differences (or similarities) between the topologic and geometric networks at WLD.  

The analysis also brings to attention some interesting characteristics of the WLD 

morphology.  The width function was applied to the topologic and geometric network by 
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counting the number of network links or geometric widths as a function of radial distance 

from the delta apex. Figure 19 is a schematic of how the width function operates on the 

geometric channel network.  The radial distance of each arc overlapping the extracted 

water surface is measured to calculate the geometric “hydraulic width.”  An analogous 

operation is performed on the topologic network where the network links are simply 

counted when the arc passes through them. 

 

Figure 19: Schematic of the width function operating on the geometry of the channel 
network.  Although water lies on the island interiors, only distributary 
channels are used in the calculation of hydraulic width. 
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The number of channels is the topologic width of the network and was analyzed 

using the network tree.  The widths, based on the number of 1m pixels in the raster and 

the segment arc length, were measured using the geometric network.  The width of the 

network increases with radial distance from the apex.  The increasing trend is expected 

due to the bifurcating nature of WLD’s distributary system.  The decrease in width at the 

8000-m length step is most likely due to the asymmetry of the delta front.  Figure 20 

compares the topologic width to the geometric width.  There exists no clear relationship 

between topologic width and geometric width but both tend increase with increasing 

distance from the apex then begin to drop off.  The topologic network starts to decrease 

in width at 5000m whereas the geometric width increases all the way to 8000m.  The 

asymmetric nature of the delta is an obvious control on the decrease in width near the 

bayward face of the delta.  The topologic network begins to decrease in width much 

closer to the apex than does the geometric network, which implies that the network 

continues increasing in width as channels progress down the delta front even though the 

number of channels is decreasing.  The lack of bifurcation in the subaerial expression of 

the distal delta and deltas asymmetry control the decreasing width of the topologic 

network.  Possible increases in width of distal channels may indicate the influence of 

tides on channel morphology [Galloway, 1975]. 
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Figure 20: Comparison of the width of the topologic network versus the geometric 

network.   

2.  FLOW PARTITIONING FIELD WORK 

The calculated discharges were attributed to network links in order to develop a 

pattern of flow partitioning for WLD. A great amount of information regarding the 

morphology of WLD can be extracted from the flow allocation map in Figure 21. 

Channel morphology and the organization of network links are interpreted as being 

attributed to the amount discharge seen by a specific region of the delta.   
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Figure 21: The flow-partitioning framework for Wax Lake Delta.  The thickness and 
gradation of the link describes the associated calculated discharge (from 
measured velocity and cross-sectional area) as percentage of apex flow.  A 
significance amount of flow dissipation occurs as flow progresses down the 
delta resulting in ~50% of the discharge exiting the system as channelized 
flow.   The remaining water volume must flow into the lakes dominating the 
larger islands.  Flow in small tie channels leading into islands was not 
measured explicitly, but the loss in discharge downstream indicates a 
significant portion of the flow does enter the island lakes.  The data was 
collected as described in the text on 02/04/2012 – 02/07/2012. 

Only ~50% of the flow is delivered to the Atchafalaya Bay via channelized 

discharge (a better constraint on this value is probably 40-60% due to the error associated 

with discharge measurements).  The lost discharge from the channels is most likely 
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diverted into the island lakes occupying much of the delta’s land surface towards the 

delta shoreline.  Discharge losses at the five initial bifurcations are slightly higher than 

(~30% loss), but support the work of Buttles et al. (2007) who found ~15% loss at WLD.  

Channels carrying the majority of the channelized flow tend to be surrounded by large 

islands with channel levees and inland lakes as seen the southern and southeastern 

portions of the delta.  The relatively high discharge channels are likely feeding these 

inland lakes through crevasse splay-like tie channels that have broken through the island 

levees and through overbank flow. 

 The NW portion of the WLD is comprised of channels that behave in a much 

different manner than those in the rest of the delta.  The northwestern channels tend to 

carry very little flow and are often much narrower compared to their southeastern 

counterparts. The topology of the channel network in the NW region also behaves 

differently than the rest of the delta.  The channels tend to bifurcation and rejoin much 

more frequently than does the rest of the delta, much like an anastomosing river.  Only 

one of the nine channel joins occurs outside of the northwest portion of the network.  The 

spatial topologic and morphologic differences seen suggest that the processes acting on 

the NW portion of the delta are different or of a different magnitude than the rest of the 

delta.  The islands in the northwest portion tend to be smaller and more numerous do to 

the rapid recombination of channels and tend to harbor less prominent inland lakes. 

Channels carrying larger portions of the flow (i.e. distributaries in the S-SE portion of 

WLD) tend to be elongate channels with minimal confluence or bifurcation, except at the 
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channel tips.  For a discussion of the flow and geomorphology at WLD channel tips, see 

Shaw (2013).  The discharge entering the NW portion of the delta is ~8% of the apex 

flow.  The relatively small incoming flow may have a low potential vorticity, giving rise 

to the formation of mid-channel bars causing rapid bifurcation and joining (Falcini & 

Jerolmack, 2010).   There are fewer instances of inland lakes in the NW region and this 

may be due to bar formation rather than channel levee aggradation, which would further 

support the notion of a low potential vorticity in the channel. 

 Allocation of flows at WLD has remained relatively constant with time. Figure 22 

compares data from Buttles et al., (2007), data collected by the author from February 

2012, and data collected in February 2013 (courtesy of Dan Duncan, Brandon Minton, 

David Brown, and Wayne Wagner).  At each of the major locations (3b, 3c, 8b, & 8c) 

flow partitioning remains relatively stable over the course of six years.  The February 

2012 partitioning data deviates slightly from the norm, but this is likely due to the data 

collection method (refer to Figure 22 caption and to the Methods section).  Data from 

February 2012 shows significantly less partitioning at Locations 16b and 16c.  These 

measurements were taken downstream of the data collected in 2013 and are lower most 

likely due to significant overbank flow in this region, although the deviations are on the 

order of those assumed to be due to measurement differences.  Constant flow partitioning 

among major distributary channels is an indication of network control on morphology 

and dynamics of a distributary system. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of the discharge partitioning for the four major distributaries in 
the southern portion of WLD.  Data from 2007 [Buttles et al., 2007] do not 
exist for locations 16b & 16c.  The February 2012 data shows preferential 
allocation to distributaries 3b and 3c but less allocation to 8b and 8b as 
compared to the rest of the data.  It appears that the flow partitioning among 
major distributaries is not substantially changing with time.  More dynamic 
behavior is likely seen at the delta front, where active channelization and 
channel accretion is occurring [Shaw, 2013].  It is worth noting that the 
February 2012 data was collected with an ADV as compared to the more 
sophisticated collection using an ADCP for the 2007 & 2013 data. 
Discharge data for 16c from 2012 was collected ~1km downstream of the 
collection point for the 2007 and 2013 datasets.  Its lower discharge supports 
the hypothesis that water flows over shallow levee into the island interiors in 
the more distal portions of WLD. 

An important eco-geomorphologic characteristic of a distributary channel network 

is the channel hydraulic travel times (akin to the residence time of a system).  The travel 

times at WLD were calculated based on the February 2012 field measurements (Figure 

23).  On average, the hydraulic travel time of the WLD channels is 7 hours, with 

maximum and minimum travel times of 10 and 4 hours, respectively.  Velocity remains 
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relatively constant in WLD channels so travel time is mostly a function of longitudinal 

channel distance from the apex.  Denitrification in WLD has been modeled to occur on a 

monthly timescale [Branhoff, 2012] and the calculated travel times are well shorter than 

the timescale required for significant reduction of nitrogen export.  The slower moving 

water volume on the islands is likely the only location where significant denitrification 

occurs at WLD and, under the conditions when the flow partitioning data was collected, 

only ~40-50% of the nitrogen loading at WLD is available for denitrification and 

reduction.  The partitioning and residence time of water in the distributary network is 

important for the restoration and maintenance of coastal wetlands.  Design efforts have 

largely considered the morphology of the system but special attention must be paid to the 

eco-geomorphic aspect, particularly when excess nutrient export is a concern. 
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Figure 23: Channel hydraulic travel times at the Wax Lake Delta.  Each link is labeled 
with the number of minutes on average water takes to travel down the link. 

3.  FLOW PARTITIONING MODEL 

The Monte Carlo simulation results tend to be higher than the discharges observed 

in the field (Figure 24).  The model over-prediction is due to the underlying assumption 

in the model of conservation of flow.  However, in the field, channelized discharge is 

bled into the inundated islands, as shown previously.  About one-half of the discharge 

from the delta apex is lost or “bled” from the channels.  Losses at the initial five 
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bifurcations of the WLD total ~25%, which compliment the 15% loss seen by Buttles et 

al. (2007).  Much of the flow probably leaves the channelized network and moves to the 

island surface lakes via the small “tie” channels seen lining the island levees.  Although 

the model does not accurately predict the flows at WLD, insight into the physical nature 

of the system can be gained by comparing the results of the Monte Carlo simulation to 

the measured flows.  The field measurements, simulated results, and the difference 

between the two are displayed graphically in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24: Comparison of the simulated flows from the flow partitioning model and the 
field discharges.  The model tends to overestimate the flows in nearly all of 
the channel reaches and this is due to the conservation assumption inherent 
in the model.  The solid line is the line of perfect agreement and the dots 
refer to the reach discharge fractions. 
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Figure 25: Comparison of the field data to the results of the Monte Carlo simulation-flow 
partitioning model.  (A) A map of the field measurements already 
summarized in Figure 21.  (B) The results of the flow-partitioning 
simulation.  The legend for this pane is on the left side of the figure.  The 
same spatial trends exists between (A) & (B) but the magnitude of the flows 
are much different in most cases and most often the flows are an over-
prediction.  (C) The difference between (A) and (B).  Negative numbers 
indicate an under-prediction of flows by the model and positive numbers 
indicate an over-prediction.  Major distributary channels tend to have much 
higher model prediction of flows than do the field observations.  Secondary 
channels tend to be better predicted by the simulation.  The legend on the 
right refers to (C) and should be interpreted as the normalized discharge 
difference between (A) and (B). 
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 Although the magnitudes of the flows are not equal, the model decently predicts 

the spatial trends in the allocation of flow at WLD.  A relatively large portion of the flow 

is found in the southern and southeastern portion of the delta, while the northwestern area 

received a much smaller percentage of flow.  Morphologically and topologically, the 

northwestern portion of the delta is different than the rest of the system.  Channels tend to 

bifurcate and rejoin rapidly as compared to the elongate bifurcating channels in the rest of 

the delta system.  This dissimilarity may have to do with the small flows seen by the 

northwestern portion.  In the southeastern and southern parts of the systems, the model 

greatly overpredicts the flow in the large distributary channels, which may indicate that 

much of the flow that is bled to the islands occurs in this area of the delta. It is intuitive 

that the massive island lakes on the larger islands tend to receive water from their 

surrounding channels.  The numerical simulation using width as a flow estimator 

supports field interpretations of discharge loss to island lakes.  Loss of flow to island 

lakes is much less prevalent in the northwestern portion of the delta.  The model decently 

predicts the flows in the NW area, supporting the claim that much of the flow is 

conveyed completely by the channels and is not lost to the islands in this area.  

Furthermore, the result further points out that river deltas are not spatially uniform 

features, and deltas can exhibit diverse channel and morphological behavior on deltas as 

small as the kilometer scale (such as the case with WLD). 

4.  ISLAND FLOWS FIELD WORK 

Field data from July 2012 show that the flow entering and leaving the islands via 

tie channels does not account for a significant portion of the discharges measured exiting 

the islands at the bayside boundaries.  The discharge lost by the distributary channels 

likely enters the island interiors via a combination of several process, including overbank 
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flow, flow through tie channels, and hyporheic flow.  Table 4 summarizes the final 

results from the July 2012 field trip by comparing the island exit flows for both Pintail 

Island and Mike Island. 

Table 4: Calculated hydraulic residence times for Mike and Pintail Islands during rising 
and falling tide.  All reported times are in hours.  HRTs are calculated for 
volumes using both the extracted water surface and the bulk island size in all 
cases. 

Mike Island Residence Times Pintail Island Residence Times 

 Extraction Bulk  Extraction Bulk 

Falling Tide 15 22 Falling Tide 11 15 

Rising Tide 29 41 Rising Tide 18 24 

 The results in Table 4 are noteworthy because the HRTs associated with 

significant denitrification are on the order of months rather than hours or days (Branhoff, 

2012).  However, much of the work done on denitrification at WLD has been modeling 

efforts only considering the flow of the tie channels as input to the islands (Branhoff, 

2012).  Although significant nitrate reduction has been observed, little effort in 

determining the HRT of an island top has limited the understanding of nitrogen fate.   

The simple model for HRT (Eq. 3.2.4) has predicted very short HRTs, which 

indicate the denitrification on the WLD island tops is unlikely.  However, this is probably 

not the case.  Although two portions of the tidal cycle were considered – rising and 

falling tide – the analysis inherently ignores the impact of the tidal wave on the flow of 

water out of the island.  The tidal timescale at WLD is ~6 hrs. and the calculated HRTs 

are at least twice this value, and would likely be made longer if the force of the tidal 

wave was considered as a function of time.  Velocity gradients on the island were also 
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ignored, which is likely a poor simplification of the system as there is likely a significant 

velocity gradient along the longitudinal axis of the islands, with the more landward 

portions having near-zero velocities.  Discharge, wind, tides, and vegetation were shown 

by Geleynse et al. (2013) to significantly affect water levels at WLD, so it logically 

follows that such forces would also affect the residence time. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

River deltas are fragile and dynamic ecosystems that are of cardinal importance 

socially, economically, and environmentally.  The complex interplay of environmental 

forces and anthropogenic factors, as well as climate change, make river distributary 

systems not only an interesting subject of scientific inquiry, but also an important one.  

Much of the world’s human population resides in delta plains and may be at risk for 

flooding and other environmental hazards.  In addition, food production and major 

economic ports are often situated on the deltas of the world.  Natural processes such as 

subsidence and nutrient export are, in many cases, being exacerbated by human activities, 

which have lead to suite of environmental issues like wetland drowning and hypoxia. 

Engineers, scientists, and decision-makers are faced with challenges that hinge on the 

balance between ensuring the protection and livelihood of those residing in deltaic plains 

and maintain a sustainable, environmentally-friendly environment that allows natural 

processes to shape the Earth’s surface.  No longer can the risk mitigation techniques of 

engineering’s past be considered adequate; an adaptive approach needs to coalesce both 

the engineered and natural environments in order to move forward with the management 

of dynamic systems like river deltas. 

Paramount to the above credo is first a sound, process-based understanding of the 

genesis and evolution of river distributary systems.  The structure on which river deltas 

are formed is the distributary channel network; the channels act of the veins of the delta, 

pumping valuable water, sediment, and nutrients to the rest of the system.  Developing 
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knowledge about the dynamics and characteristics of healthy river deltas will aid in the 

planning and management of wetlands created by engineered river diversions.  The 

success of such projects hinges on a fundamental understanding of the processes affecting 

delta dynamics and morphology.  In this study, three major research questions were 

asked:  

(1) What interactions exist between distributary channel network topology and 

delta dynamics?  Can delta evolution be predicted from the network topology?  

Or does the geometry of the system need to be included to describe delta 

dynamics?  What topologic aspects are important for predictive metrics of 

delta behavior? 

(2) How do environmental fluxes propagate through the delta?  What are the roles 

of distributary channels versus the interdistributary areas? 

(3) How do network-scale discharge characteristics affect nutrient cycling in river 

deltas?  Can the denitrification potential of a delta be estimated from network 

hydrology characteristics? 

To answer the above questions, this study focused on the evaluation of the 

channel network topology and the propagation of water through the distributary system.  

Three hypotheses were tested:  

(1) The channel network topology contains information about delta structure and 

dynamics.  Global and local behavior can be predicted from topologic metrics. 
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(2) Environmental fluxes are not conserved within channel network and the 

inundated delta islands play a key role in the propagation of material through 

the system. 

(3) The water exchanged to delta islands enters a zone of significant 

denitrification due to increased hydraulic residence time (HRT).   

Water likely acts as vehicle for transporting other environmental constituents, so 

investigating the hydrodynamics of the network is a logical first step.  Characteristics of 

the surface hydrology of a delta distributary network were described through field 

observations and statistical modeling.  The topology of Wax Lake Delta (WLD) and the 

geometric properties of its subaerial features were characterized using a variety of 

network-theory techniques, statistical analyses, and metrics describing morphology and 

system organization.  Flow measurements were collected at key distributary network 

locations and the spatial allocation of flow was analyzed from these data.  After finding 

significant lack of discharge conservation when considering the channels as the control 

volume, inundated island flow measurements were taken and the hydraulic residence time 

of the islands were inferred.  A probability-based flow-partitioning model making use of 

Monte Carlo simulation was employed to gather a sense of the mechanisms behind the 

organization of the spatial flow patterns in a distributary network.  The results of the 

model were subsequently compared to the field results.  From the HRT results, the 

denitrification potential of WLD was estimated qualitatively. 
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Elements of the WLD channel network were analyzed using network theory and 

statistical methods.  While the results represent a first step, a great deal has been learned 

about the spatial distribution of discharge in a distributary network, in both the channels 

and in the interdistributary areas (island marshes and lakes).  The random connection 

network model of Smart & Moruzzi (1972) works well for WLD, but further techniques 

will be employed to understand the propagation of fluxes along a static channel network 

and perhaps network evolution using dynamic network techniques [Zaliapin et al., 2010].  

Two different topologies were considered; the subaerial network and the subaerial 

network plus the subaqueous network (referred to as the subaqueous network for 

simplicity), and the networks were shown to not be significantly different.  Therefore, the 

subaerial network derived from satellite imagery is, for the case of WLD, sufficient for 

characterizing the network.  The link length distributions for both networks are heavy-

tailed, as is the island size distribution.  As the delta grows, it is likely that these 

distributions will remain the same shape due to decreasing bifurcation length with 

increasing distance from the apex [Jerolmack, 2009; Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007] and 

a proliferation of small islands at the delta front. 

Other metrics used to describe the subaerial expression of WLD were the nearest-

edge distance and the modified width function.  The nearest-edge distance was shown to 

have some correlation with the location of inland lakes and to show locations of probable 

subaerial levees.  However, the use of the nearest-edge distance as a predictive metric for 

delta evolution is limited or at least currently not well understood.  The width function 
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showed topologic and geometric channels widths to be functions of the radial distance 

from the apex.  Both widths increase until some critical distance is reached, at which 

point the hydraulic width of the distributary channel network decreases, likely due to 

asymmetry and flow divergence [Shaw, 2013].  Increased width at the limits of subaerial 

channel extents may be indicative of an increased tidal influence on channel morphology 

[Galloway, 1975]. 

The discharge does not exclusively propagate through the distributary channels 

from the delta apex to the bay and a significant portion of water is partitioned to the delta 

islands, which highlights the hydrologic and ecologic importance of the inundated island 

interiors.  About 50% of the flow at the apex travels through the network via channelized 

discharge, and the rest is likely lost to the inundated interdistributary islands via mostly 

overbank flow.  At WLD, higher allocations of flow are partitioned to the south and 

southeast elongate distributary channels whereas smaller flows are found in the northwest 

portion, where many of the channels split and rejoin.  Nutrients carried by significant 

water discharges (thus it follows that the nutrient flux is significant) find themselves on 

relatively slow-moving flows on the island interiors, which perhaps promotes 

denitrification if other environmental conditions are favorable.  Through time, flow 

allocation has remained relatively constant in four major distributaries at WLD, 

indicating network structure maintains a stable control over flux propagation in the major 

channels. 
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A Monte Carlo simulation-based flow-partitioning model was created to gather a 

sense of the control of channel geometry on the allocation of flow among the distributary 

channels at WLD.  Although the magnitudes of channelized discharge in the model are 

often significantly higher than their field counterparts, similar patterns emerge from the 

analysis of the two datasets.  Both the model and the field observations show that water is 

preferentially partitioned to the south and southeastern distributary channels at WLD, 

indicating that likely the majority of nutrients and other environmental fluxes will also be 

transported to this area.  The NW distributary channels at WLD tend to be better 

predicted by the simulation than do the other distributary channels, which may suggest 

that flow is better conserved in the channels in this region.  A width-squared probability-

based partitioning model is a decent predictor of allocation among channels when flow in 

the natural channels is relatively well conserved.  The model could be improved by 

incorporating loss mechanisms validated by field data. 

The HRT at WLD was estimated using discharge measurements and remote-

sensing techniques.  The simple model, HRT=V/Q, does not adequately describe the 

HRT of a deltaic system, indicating that tides, vegetation, wind and other forces have a 

large impact on the ecological processes on the island tops.  Environmental forces 

significantly affect the water levels at WLD [Geleynse et al., 2013], so it is likely they 

also affect the HRT.  The day-scale estimated HRTs are not nearly long enough to 

promote significant denitrification.  Monthly timescales for denitrification to remove 

significant nitrate loadings have been reported at WLD [Branhoff, 2012].  The 
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development of more sophisticated techniques for the estimation of island and network 

HRTs remains for future work. 
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Chapter 7: Future Work 

As with any interesting scientific study, research leads to more questions than 

answers.  Discharge measurements in the delta distributary channels indicated that flow is 

not conserved in the channel network and likely lost to the islands.  The discharge 

measurements on and around the delta islands taught us that the flow is likely exchanged 

to the islands mostly by overbank flow and that tides are important in the amount of 

discharge leaving the island bayward exit.  Although much progress has been made 

toward understanding the way water moves in Wax Lake Delta (WLD), an essential 

component is still missing: a better estimate of residence time of the water (HRT) on the 

islands.  

To capture the residence time on a WLD island, a hydraulic tracer study is being 

planned for Pintail Island. A grid of YSI 600 OMS sondes (fluorometers) with 

Rhodamine optical probes will be used to measure the fluorescence of a Rhodamine WT 

dye tracer that will be injected in the island interior.  The fluorescence is a proxy for the 

concentration of a conservative substance (although Rhodamine is subject to 

photodegration that can be accounted for) and will be used to track the movement of the 

tracer throughout a lattice of fluorometers on Pintail Island.  Gathering the HRT for one 

island at WLD will allow estimation the HRTs on other islands based on size or some 

other metric, thus leading to an estimate of network HRT.   

As far as modeling efforts and network analyses are concerned, a continuation in 

development of the flow-partitioning model to more accurately reflect the observed flow 

allocation is planned.  Further exploration of delta topology will include analyzing 

metrics throughout WLD’s evolution and will extend the work to other delta networks.  

Furthermore, once the static channel network flow allocation is solved, an analysis of 
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network dynamics [Zaliapin et al., 2010] concerning environmental flux propagation will 

be utilized to gather information about nutrient transport and to develop a topologic 

comparison of different types of networks (sediment network, nutrient network, water 

network, etc.)  Field measurements of the same variety, albeit with more sophisticated 

equipment, as those taken in the flow-partitioning field trip will be acquired to further 

calibrate my understanding of network partitioning.  Network analysis will also be 

explored by use of analogical models from the sociology and ecology network 

community.  UCINET 6 [Borgatti et al., 2002] is a network analysis software made for 

use in sociology studies and will be used to run analogous algorithms on the WLD 

topology to learn about how WLD distributes “information.”  In this case, “information” 

can be an environmental parameter such as sediment flux or a contaminant.  Current 

work on this matter has yielded exciting, albeit convoluted results.  However, under the 

hypothesis that there is some time of network behavior controlling all types of natural 

networks, the development of results that may ring true across scientific disciplines is a 

priority. 

Fieldwork will continue to be an integral part of this project, as well as being a 

vital part of delta research, in general.  In collaboration with the Delta Dynamics 

Collaboratory (DDC), field experiments (such as the aforementioned tracer study) and 

data continuously collected by the DDC will be used in collaboration with graduate 

students and faculty members.  Velocity, bathymetric surveys, sediment fluxes, and other 

data from WLD will be continuously and intermittently collected by the DDC and its 

affiliates. 
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Appendix A: Data Summary 

Data mentioned in the text that were deemed to extensive for placement in the 

manuscript proper have been placed here for the interested reader.  Table 5 summarizes 

the data collected from the February 2012 field trip and the associated calculated 

discharges.  The comparison between the Monte Carlo simulation flow-partitioning 

program and field data comprises Table . 

Table 5:  Summary of Wax Lake Delta field data collected from 02/04/2012 – 
02/07/2012.  Locations correspond to those depicted in  Figure 6.  Italicized 
discharges are assumed from the USGS gaging station at Calumet, LA.  
Fields denoted with ‘ – ‘ were not able to be measured in the field due to 
instrument limitations in taking measurements in deep water or due to 
measurement error. 

Location XS Area 
(m2) Velocity (m/s) Discharge (m3/s) Normalized Discharge 

Apex A 3578 - 4250 1 
Apex B 541 0.623 337 0.0793 
Apex C 3364 - - - 

1a 1644 0.511 840 0.1977 
1b 970 0.601 583 0.1372 
1c 403 0.465 187 0.0440 
2a 841 0.428 360 0.0846 
2b 81 0.388 31 0.0074 
2c 874 0.431 377 0.0887 
2d 806 0.452 364 0.0858 
3a 2277 0.689 1568 0.3689 
3b 652 0.689 449 0.1057 
3c 1679 0.579 972 0.2288 
4 113 0.597 68 0.0159 

5a 522 0.658 344 0.0809 
5b 125 0.492 62 0.0145 
5c 464 0.546 254 0.0597 
6a 532 0.376 200 0.0471 
6b 363 0.351 128 0.0300 
6c 197 0.308 61 0.0143 
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Table 5:  Summary of Wax Lake Delta field data collected from 02/04/2012 – 
02/07/2012.  Locations correspond to those depicted in  Figure 6.  
Italicized discharges are assumed from the USGS gaging station at 
Calumet, LA.  Fields denoted with ‘ – ‘ were not able to be measured in 
the field due to instrument limitations in taking measurements in deep 
water or due to measurement error. 

8a 1983 0.632 1252 0.2947 
8b 988 0.459 453 0.1067 
8c 911 0.419 382 0.0898 
9a 780 0.422 329 0.0774 
9b 238 0.371 88 0.0207 
9c 588 0.407 239 0.0563 

10a 272 0.264 72 0.0168 
10b 574 0.244 140 0.0330 
11a 610 0.560 341 0.0803 
11b 698 0.546 381 0.0897 
11c 338 0.496 168 0.0394 
11d 100 0.430 43 0.0101 
12a 499 0.536 267 0.0629 
12b 196 0.536 105 0.0248 
12c 366 0.437 160 0.0376 
13a 195 0.809 158 0.0372 
13b 97 0.636 62 0.0145 
13c 70 0.491 34 0.0081 
14a 270 0.202 55 0.0129 
15 522 0.381 198 0.0467 

16a - 0.427 - - 
16b 610 0.448 273 0.0643 
16c - 0.383 - - 
16d 623 0.489 305 0.0717 
17a 532 0.259 138 0.0325 
17b 388 0.402 156 0.0367 
17c 96 0.246 24 0.0055 
18a 470 0.427 201 0.0472 
18b 239 0.370 88 0.0208 
19 410 0.674 276 0.0650 
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Table 6: Summary of the results from the Monte Carlo simulation of flow partitioning.  
The subscripts notate the flow location and direction.  For example, QA,B 
represents the flow from node A to node B along link AB. 

Name Mean Standard 
Deviation 

95% Upper 
Bound 

95% Lower 
Bound 

Q1,2 0.104 7.86E-03 0.109 0.099 
Q1,3 0.896 7.86E-03 0.901 0.891 
Q3,6 0.224 2.18E-02 0.238 0.211 
Q3,7 0.458 2.38E-02 0.473 0.443 
Q7,13 0.224 2.18E-02 0.238 0.211 
Q7,14 0.234 1.57E-02 0.243 0.224 
Q14,22 0.003 2.99E-03 0.004 0.001 
Q14,20 0.231 1.57E-02 0.241 0.221 
Q22,30 0.002 2.63E-03 0.003 0 
Q22,31 0.001 1.05E-03 0.002 0 
Q20,21 0.002 1.75E-03 0.003 0.001 
Q20,27 0.229 1.56E-02 0.239 0.22 
Q21,28 0.001 1.40E-03 0.002 0 
Q21,29 0.001 1.05E-03 0.002 0 
Q27,39 0.063 8.07E-03 0.068 0.058 
Q27,54 0.166 1.14E-02 0.173 0.159 
Q13,38 0.155 1.71E-02 0.166 0.144 
Q13,39 0.069 8.44E-03 0.074 0.064 
Q39,53 0.132 1.31E-02 0.141 0.124 
Q38,44 0.091 1.32E-02 0.099 0.083 
Q38,45 0.064 6.96E-03 0.068 0.059 
Q44,51 0.028 8.21E-03 0.033 0.023 
Q44,52 0.063 1.27E-02 0.071 0.055 
Q6,5 0.012 5.72E-03 0.016 0.009 
Q6,9 0.426 2.44E-02 0.441 0.411 
Q9,11 0.063 1.51E-02 0.073 0.054 
Q9,12 0.363 2.08E-02 0.375 0.35 
Q12,26 0.2 1.49E-02 0.209 0.191 
Q12,50 0.163 1.41E-02 0.171 0.154 
Q26,37 0.011 3.89E-03 0.013 0.008 
Q26,41 0.189 1.33E-02 0.198 0.181 
Q41,42 0.115 1.09E-02 0.122 0.108 
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Table 6: Summary of the results from the Monte Carlo simulation of flow 
partitioning.  The subscripts notate the flow location and direction.  For 
example, QA,B represents the flow from node A to node B along link AB. 

Q41,42 0.115 1.09E-02 0.122 0.108 
Q41,49 0.074 1.18E-02 0.082 0.067 
Q42,43 0.077 1.07E-02 0.083 0.07 
Q42,46 0.038 1.06E-02 0.045 0.032 
Q43,47 0.048 8.21E-03 0.053 0.043 
Q43,48 0.029 6.06E-03 0.033 0.025 
Q11,18 0.002 1.84E-03 0.004 0.001 
Q11,19 0.061 1.35E-02 0.069 0.053 
Q19,24 0.003 4.13E-03 0.006 0.001 
Q19,25 0.058 1.28E-02 0.066 0.05 
Q25,36 0.033 6.60E-03 0.037 0.029 
Q25,37 0.025 7.50E-03 0.03 0.021 
Q37,40 0.036 8.66E-03 0.041 0.03 
Q2,4 0.103 7.73E-03 0.108 0.098 
Q2,16 0.001 1.03E-03 0.001 0 
Q5,4 0.011 4.92E-03 0.014 0.008 
Q5,10 0.001 1.40E-03 0.002 0 
Q4,8 0.114 7.24E-03 0.118 0.11 
Q8,10 0.108 6.14E-03 0.112 0.104 
Q8,16 0.003 2.84E-03 0.004 0.001 
Q16,23 0.003 2.67E-03 0.005 0.002 
Q10,15 0.109 6.41E-03 0.113 0.105 
Q15,17 0.065 8.50E-03 0.07 0.06 
Q15,18 0.044 7.63E-03 0.049 0.039 
Q18,24 0.046 8.24E-03 0.051 0.041 
Q24,34 0.026 5.89E-03 0.03 0.022 
Q24,35 0.023 5.75E-03 0.027 0.019 
Q17,23 0.034 6.60E-03 0.038 0.03 
Q17,33 0.031 5.67E-03 0.035 0.028 
Q22,32 0.037 7.43E-03 0.042 0.033 
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Appendix B: Flow partitioning model code 

Included here is the MatLab function that runs the flow-partitioning simulation.  

Sections can be turned on or off based on the needs of the user and this is explained 

within the commented portions of the program.  Island losses in the code below can be 

accounted for at selected bifurcations, but was not used to produce the results discussed 

in this document.  If interested, I can be contacted for more information. 

 
function [ FlowMatrixFinal ] = FlowSim( ConnectivityMatrix, 
ParameterMatrix, IslandConnectivity) 
 
%FlowSim Simulates the flow partitioning of a network based on the 
%connectivity of the system according to some distribution of link 
weights 
%   This code was written by Matthew R. Hiatt in July 2012.  The 
%   ConnectivityMatrix should be input as an n x n array with 1s 
denoting 
%   link connections and 0s indicating no links.  ParameterMatrix is 
the 
%   same structure as the ConnectivityMatrix, except the 1s should be 
%   replaced by the link parameter on which the partitioning 
probabilities 
%   will be based. 
  
%   If this code is used by others, I only ask that you cite my work.  
This 
%   code was part of my MS Thesis work at University of Texas at 
Austin. 
  
    Cov=0.15;  %input('Enter the desired coefficient of variation: '); 
    numsets=10; %input('Enter the desired number of sets of 
realizations: '); 
    numreals=1000; %input('Enter the desired number of realizations per 
set: '); 
    TotalNumNodes=size(ConnectivityMatrix,1); 
    TotalNumLinks=sum(ConnectivityMatrix); 
    SummedFlowMatrix=zeros(TotalNumNodes,TotalNumNodes); 
     
for f=1:numsets 
    for g=1:numreals 
     
    %Develop the connectivity matrix 
    ConMat=ConnectivityMatrix; 
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    nnodes=length(ConMat); 
    NumLinks=sum(sum(ConMat));      %Determine the # of links (edges) 
in the network 
     
         
    %Develop a table of upsteam and downstream nodes and the associated 
    %link weights & link parameters 
     
%     [r,c,v]=find(WeightedMatrix); 
%     WeightedData=[r,c,v]; 
    [r,c,v]=find(ParameterMatrix); 
    ParameterData=[r,c,v]; 
     
    %Develop matrix of normally distributed random variables 
     
    
[WorkingMatrix]=RandomVariableMatrix(ParameterMatrix,nnodes,ConMat,Cov)
; 
  
    [r,c,v]=find(WorkingMatrix); 
    RandParamData=[r,c,v]; 
     
    %Develop Probabilities based on width-squared weighted averages 
     
    
[ProbabilityMatrix]=CreateProbMatrix(WorkingMatrix,nnodes,IslandConnect
ivity); 
     
    %Flux parameter through the system according to connectivity and 
probability matrix 
     
    
[FlowMatrixRealization]=CreateFlowMatrix1(ConMat,ProbabilityMatrix,nnod
es,IslandConnectivity); 
  
    SummedFlowMatrix=FlowMatrixRealization+SummedFlowMatrix; 
    end 
     
    AveragedFlows=SummedFlowMatrix./numreals; 
     
    if f==1 
        Set1=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==2 
        Set2=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==3 
        Set3=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==4 
        Set4=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==5 
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        Set5=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==6  
        Set6=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==7 
        Set7=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==8 
        Set8=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==9 
        Set9=AveragedFlows; 
    elseif f==10 
        Set10=AveragedFlows; 
    else 
        error('FlowSim:TooManySets','There is a maximum of 10 Monte 
Carlo simulation sets'); 
    end 
    SummedFlowMatrix=0; 
end 
  
FlowMatrixFinal=(Set1+Set2+Set3+Set4+Set5+Set6+Set7+Set8+Set9+Set10)./1
0; 
  
End 
 
function [ WorkingMatrix ] = RandomVariableMatrix( ParamMatrix, 
NumNodes,ConMat,Cov ) 
%RandomVaribaleMatrix creates a NumNodes x NumNodes array with 
%random numbers, U(0,1), to define the probability thresholds used for 
%routing in the flow simulation 
%   ParamMatrix - NumNodes x NumNodes array with parameter of interest 
(the 
%   one used in creating probilities) 
%   ConMat - connectivity matrix  
%   Cov - coefficient of variation 
  
    WorkingMatrix=zeros(NumNodes,NumNodes); 
    RandMat=rand(NumNodes,NumNodes); 
    for i=1:NumNodes 
        for j=1:NumNodes 
            if ConMat(i,j)==1 
                WorkingMatrix(i,j)= 
norminv(RandMat(i,j),ParamMatrix(i,j),ParamMatrix(i,j)*Cov); 
            else 
                WorkingMatrix(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
  
end 
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function [ ProbMatrix ] = CreateProbMatrix( RandomVariableMatrix, 
NumNodes, IslandLinks) 
%CreateProbMatrix Develops the probability matrix associated with 
passing 
%some paramter through the network 
%   RandomVariableMatrix was created using the Connectivity matrix to 
%   produce a n x n array with number ranging from 0 - 1.0,  NumNodes 
is 
%   the number of nodes in the network.  IslandLinks is a m x 3 array 
with 
%   US Node, DS node, and % loss at the bifurcation node.  IslandLinks 
is 
%   optional and only necessary if losses are to be modeled. 
  
    ProbMatrix=zeros(NumNodes,NumNodes); 
     
    for i=1:NumNodes 
        [USnodes,DSnodes,parameters]=find(RandomVariableMatrix(i,:)); 
        USnodes=transpose(USnodes); 
        DSnodes=transpose(DSnodes); 
        Parameters=transpose(parameters); 
        if length(DSnodes)==2 
            
ProbMatrix(i,DSnodes(1,1))=Parameters(1,1)^2/(Parameters(1,1)^2+Paramet
ers(2,1)^2); 
            
ProbMatrix(i,DSnodes(2,1))=Parameters(2,1)^2/(Parameters(1,1)^2+Paramet
ers(2,1)^2); 
        elseif length(DSnodes)==1 
            ProbMatrix(i,DSnodes)=1; 
         
        %This next section can be included to incorporate island losses 
at 
        %bifurcations 
             
%         elseif length(DSnodes)==3 
%             r=find(IslandLinks(:,1)==i); 
%             DS_IslandLink=IslandLinks(r,2); 
%             ProbMatrix(i,DS_IslandLink)=IslandLinks(r,3); 
%             DSnodes(DSnodes==DS_IslandLink)=[]; 
%             Parameters(isnan(Parameters))=[]; 
%             
ProbMatrix(i,DSnodes(1,1))=Parameters(1,1)^2/(Parameters(1,1)^2+Paramet
ers(2,1)^2); 
%             
ProbMatrix(i,DSnodes(2,1))=Parameters(2,1)^2/(Parameters(1,1)^2+Paramet
ers(2,1)^2); 
  
        end 
    end 
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end 
 
function [ FlowMatrix ] = 
CreateFlowMatrix1(ConnectivityMatrix,ProbabilityMatrix,nnodes,IslandLin
ks,IslandThreshold) 
%CreateFlowMatrix Simulates the passage of a unit of water through the 
%network 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
  
    FlowMatrix=zeros(nnodes,nnodes); 
  
    %Now the program follows the path of the unit flow through the 
    %system by tracking the downstream node of the last link to receive 
    %the unit flow. 
     
    DSFlowNode=1;                                                          
%Upstream of initial bifurcation the flow is 1 
    [r,c]=find(ConnectivityMatrix); 
    [ConnectData]=[r,c]; 
    clear r; 
    clear c; 
    IndexDSLinksX=1; 
    while ~isempty(IndexDSLinksX) 
                x=DSFlowNode;                                             
%There is flow upstream, so this link may receive flow. 
                %Find the number of downstream links 
                IndexDSLinksX=find(ConnectData(:,1)==x); 
                [XlinkDS]=ConnectData(IndexDSLinksX,1); 
                [YlinkDS]=ConnectData(IndexDSLinksX,2); 
                if length(IndexDSLinksX)==2                                
%This applies to nodes with 2 downstream links(fork) 
                    USa=(XlinkDS(1,1)); 
                    USb=(XlinkDS(2,1)); 
                    DSa=(YlinkDS(1,1)); 
                    DSb=(YlinkDS(2,1)); 
                    Chance=rand(1,1); 
                    if Chance<ProbabilityMatrix(USa,DSa)                   
%This is for bifurcation A receiving flow 
                        FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=1; 
                        FlowMatrix(USb,DSb)=0; 
                        DSFlowNode=DSa; 
                    else                                                   
%This is for bifurcation B receveing flow. 
                        FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=0; 
                        FlowMatrix(USb,DSb)=1; 
                        DSFlowNode=DSb; 
                    end 
                elseif length(IndexDSLinksX)==1                            
%This applies to nodes with 1 downstream link (join) 
                    USa=(XlinkDS(1,1)); 
                    DSa=(YlinkDS(1,1)); 
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                    FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=1; 
                    DSFlowNode=DSa; 
                     
%               Added to incorporate island losses - This can be 
activated 
%               to incoporate losses from the distributary channels 
  
%                 elseif length(IndexDSLinksX)==3 
%                     IslandIndex=find(IslandLinks(:,1)==x); 
%                     US_IslandNode=IslandLinks(IslandIndex,1); 
%                     DS_IslandNode=IslandLinks(IslandIndex,2); 
%                     IslandThreshold=IslandLinks(IslandIndex,3); 
%                     YlinkDS(YlinkDS==DS_IslandNode)=[]; 
%                     USa=x; 
%                     USb=x; 
%                     DSa=(YlinkDS(1,1)); 
%                     DSb=(YlinkDS(2,1)); 
%                     IslandChance=rand(1,1); 
%                     if IslandChance < IslandThreshold 
%                         FlowMatrix(US_IslandNode,DS_IslandNode)=1; 
%                         FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=0; 
%                         FlowMatrix(USb,DSb)=0; 
%                         DSFlowNode=DS_IslandNode; 
%                     else 
%                     Chance=rand(1,1); 
%                         if Chance<ProbabilityMatrix(USa,DSa)                   
%This is for bifurcation A receiving flow 
%                             FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=1; 
%                             FlowMatrix(USb,DSb)=0; 
%                         DSFlowNode=DSa; 
%                         else                                                   
%This is for bifurcation B receveing flow. 
%                             FlowMatrix(USa,DSa)=0; 
%                             FlowMatrix(USb,DSb)=1; 
%                             DSFlowNode=DSb; 
%                         end 
%                     end 
                    
%               End of island loss business (delete in order to run 
%               without trifurcations at island heads) 
                     
                end                                                    
%This applies to nodes with 0 downstream links (outlet) 
                                                                       
%No flow upstream so this link cannot receive any flow. 
    end                                                                
%Flow reached network outlet 
                 
end 
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